Presentation:

OBJECT.
The 2017 Campbell Lamont Golf – PGA Amateur League is a project that aims to give a different vision of
golf competitions in Spain and Portugal. It has been created in order to fund the Junior League, as well as the
entire structure (Professionals and Media) of the Campbell Lamont Golf – PGA Leagues. 7 € of each amateur’
Greenfee.
It is a League full of dreams, enthusiasm and whose aim it is to give you even more reasons for golf to remain
your favourite activity and where all amateur golf players fit in.
The 2017 Campbell Lamont Golf – PGA Amateur League will consist of 9 regular rounds presented as a
league and a finale of the latter, which counts double on different courses. The winners of the League will play
the Regional Finale, They will be set up as twosome in order to compete a Match Play Stableford Best ball
Fourball and with the cherry on top of an international Finale in which participate players from all over Europe.

PARTICIPANTS.
May take part all amateur players aged over 21 with a valid federal licence.


CATEGORIES.
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH

CATEGORY
Scratch indistinct
1ST GENTS
2ND GENTS
LADIES

EGA CATEGORY
No HCP limit
≥15,5
No HCP limit
No HCP limit


MODALITY.
In every round the players will play 18 holes under the Single Stableford modality.

REGISTRATION FEES.
The registration fees will be paid directly to the club hosting the event.

The players will pay € XX,00 (depending on decision of the hosting club).
■
RANKING.
In order to establish a ranking for the access to the finale of the circuit and a winner of the ranking, one will be
set up for each category.
 PRIZES Regular LEAGUE, FINALE League and Regional FINALE.
Regular League (9 rounds): a trophy will be given to the first classified of each category, in each tournament +
a free GF for different golf courses in other areas (in Spain and Portugal), along with 2 greenfees which will be
drawn in a raffle after the prize giving.
Finale of the League: made up of 100 players classified by ranking. Points in the finale count double. The first
25 of each one of the four categories according to the ranking.
* Prize of a one week trip for two people (country still to be defined) for the four categories: Scratch, First
Category, Second Category and Ladies, according to the National Ranking of each category.
Entrance to the Regional Finales:
* 7 TWOSOMES CLASSIFY FOR THE REGIONAL FINALES:
1. First Scratch Player (m) with the Second Scratch Player (m)
2. Third Scratch Player (m) with the first Scratch Player (f)
3. First player of the 1st Category with the second player of the 2nd Category.
4. Second Player of the 1st Category with the first player of the 2nd Category.
5. First Lady classified (HCP) with the second Lady classified (HCP).
6. The first Scratch and first handicap team of the Family Ranking.

REGIONAL FINALE.
Between November 2017 and May 2018 eight regional finales will take place:

Will participate in these tournaments the 7 twosome classified out of the regular classifications and the
finales of each league of 2017, may also take part any orders of merit or leagues of the clubs, societies, clubs
without courses, groups, etc… of Spain and Portugal who register their league on the following website
www.clgolfleagues.com and by strict classification order. Making up initially the twosome the first and second
classified.

INTERNATIONAL FINALE.
In June 2018 will take place the International Finale:
There will be two rounds of game each day for each team, after the first round, the teams will compete
for the final position between winner and 16th classified.
All the players will receive different prizes according to the results achieved over the weekend. Additionaly the
winners of the International Finale will be given a set of prizes for their society or golf club.
Costs for the player: The Green Fees, hosting, breakfast and tapas in the Club House (every tournament day),
as well as the supper on Friday and Sunday night will run at expense of Campbell Lamont Golf. The game’s
modality will be Four Ball Best Ball Match Play with a 90% of the handicap.

